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Showroom/Factory Shop
Our showroom in Marlborough displays our
complete range of wall & floor tiles and has year
round factory shop offers.

Your nearest tile showroom is:

W A L L

Shop in Store Countrywide
We are represented in tile showrooms across
the UK. Visit www.marlboroughtiles.com for details.
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Export sales
Please call +44 1672 512422
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Using only the very finest of materials to create
beautifully crafted English tiles, when you choose
Marlborough you are assured of buying the very best.

Welcome to our new brochure, celebrating our unique 75 years heritage in crafting
and painting exquisite ceramic wall tiles by hand, in Marlborough, Wiltshire.
Here you will find our most popular collections alongside many new additions,
offering the most comprehensive range of hand painted tiles available.
To commemorate this milestone birthday, we have launched 4 ‘archive’ collections,
‘Fruit’, ‘Meadow’, ‘Spring Flowers’ and ‘Polychrome Delft’, where we have taken
designs from our archives and reworked them for today’s home.
You will also find delft designs we have been painting for over 50 years, extensions
to popular collections such as ‘Planters’ and ‘Winged Wonders tacos’, together with
contemporary new collections such as ‘Coast’, ‘Seaside’ and ‘Beachcomber’.
Our glazed tiles are lovingly crafted and hand painted in our factory on the bank of
the River Kennet in Marlborough, England. We use the centuries old ‘majolica’
technique of painting on the unfired glaze, a highly skilled process requiring months
of training, but worth it for the superior finish it gives.
Add to this our exclusive ‘world’ collection of glass, stone and porcelain tiles,
especially sourced from around the globe to complement our ‘in-house’ ranges, and
you will find a one-stop shop for top quality tiles and passionately good service.
Marlborough Tiles are available through our showrooms in Marlborough and Monks
Eleigh and several hundred Recommended Tile Retailers nationwide and across the
world. To find your nearest showroom display visit www.marlboroughtiles.com,
email sales@marlboroughtiles.com or call +44 1672 512422.

OWN COLLECTION TILES

P

Catwalk
Contemporary Classics
Elements
Iridescent Lustres
Landscapes
Neutrals
Ripples
Posterity
Seasons
Simplicity
Vintage

26 - 27
6-7
24 - 25
16 - 17
18 - 21
22 - 23
10
11
14 - 15
8-9
12 - 13
28 - 69

HAND PAINTED COLLECTIONS

We hope that you will enjoy browsing through our brochure and that you will find
something of interest. Once again, our sincere thanks to our wonderful friends and
customers who have given us unlimited access to photograph their homes …
we hope you will find them inspiring.

WORLD TILES

Celtic Slate
Chaumiere
Coliseum Stone
Cotswold Flags
Devonshire Stone
Dramatika Glass
English Pammets
Farmhouse Flags
Highland Flags
Illusions Glass
Jerusalem Flags

P

88
80
87
76
78 - 79
72 - 73
93
81
84
74 - 75
77

P

Lyme Bay Stone
Moroccan Pavers
Norfolk Browns
Old Pamplona
Polished Lava Stone
Portland Flags
Reefbay Sandstone
Riverbed Slate
Turquoise Lagoon
York Stone

86
94
92
95
90
83
89
85
91
82
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We are passionate about continuing the tradition of English tile
making and whilst others have moved the majority of their
manufacturing overseas, we are proud to be one of the few
remaining truly English producers.
Our glazed wall tiles are all designed, crafted and painted by hand
‘in-house’ at our factory on the bank of the river Kennet in the
idyllic market town of Marlborough, England.
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With an archive of designs and reference books spanning
over half a century, our resources are unparalleled.
A BRIEF HISTORY

MARLBOROUGH TILES HISTORY ARCHIVE 1936 - 2011

The business was started in1936 by Misses Packard & Ord, then
schoolteachers at Bath college. They initially specialised in commissions and
giftware, with much work coming via word of mouth, and customers ranging
from Royalty to Public Houses. Queen Mary was a regular customer.
Their hand painted work was hallmarked ‘PO’ (Packard & Ord) on the front of
the tile and examples can still be found today in the V&A museum, private
collections and, of course, on walls across the world.
After the war in 1945, Miss Packard retired, Miss Ord moved to Marlborough
and the Robb family bought into the business, re-naming it Marlborough Tiles.
The hallmark was changed to ‘OR’ (Ord & Robb) at this time and the focus of
the business changed to making mainstream fireplace, kitchen and bathroom
wall tiles in addition to our highly successful giftware. Our many
outlets included Liberty’s, Heals, Harrods and the Medici Society.
Miss Ord retired in 1961 leaving a wonderful archive containing a plethora of
exquisitely hand-drawn and painted decors, which further generations of our
ceramic artists have continued to add to, some of which are illustrated opposite.
Marlborough Tiles was now wholly-owned by the Robb family and brothers
Alastair and David Robb took over the reigns. Renowned Marlborough
designs from this period include ‘Snowflake’, ‘Tulip Borders’, ‘Leapfrogs’ and
‘Relief Fruits & Animals’.
In 2000, Jamie Robb, took over as MD from his father Alastair, changing the
hallmark to ‘MT’ (Marlborough Tiles) to mark the millennium.
And so it is that, unique to Marlborough Tiles, the hallmark enables our tiles to
be dated to the period in which they were painted, thereby contributing to
their intrinsic value over the years as ‘collector’s items’.

Farmhouse Flags

We use only the finest clay to make our biscuit, onto which we carefully apply
3 coats of glaze in an array of carefully researched colours. Each glaze is
individually mixed; we select from over 50 raw pigments and stains, expertly
combining them to create the exact nuance of shade we seek.
Our team of skilled ceramic artists then individually hand paint each design, using
the traditional ‘majolica’ technique, a right first time process where colour is finely
painted onto the chalky surface of the glaze before it is fired, using complex
brushstrokes. Akin to trying to paint on blotting paper, it takes months of training
to achieve the exceptional quality that is our trademark. Each tile is hallmarked
and signed by the artist before firing in our kilns.
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This section of the brochure features the kitchen and
bathroom wall tiles we make ‘in-house’ in Marlborough.
Grout Joint

Use
Spacers

Glazed
Edge

yes

3-5mm

no

yes**

no

yes*

3-5mm

no

yes**

yes

no

yes

3-5mm

no

yes**

yes

yes

no

yes

3-5mm

no

yes**

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

3-5mm

no

no

Neutrals

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

3-4mm

yes

yes**

Posterity

yes*

yes*

yes*

yes*

3-5mm

no

yes**

Ripples

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

3-4mm

yes

yes**

Seasons

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

3-5mm

no

no

Simplicity

yes*

yes*

yes*

no

yes*

3-4mm

yes

yes**

Vintage

yes*

yes*

yes*

no

yes*

3-5mm

no

yes**

Guide

Bathroom
Walls

Showers

Kitchen
Walls

Work
Surfaces

Catwalk

yes

yes

yes

no

Contemporary
Classics

yes*

yes*

yes*

Elements

yes

yes

Iridescent
Lustres

yes

Landscapes

white/matt
no
white

Fireplaces Recommended

* require sealing with Marlborough Tiles Crackle Glaze Sealer
** Up to 50% tiles have top edge glaze ( not Tacos )
Please note glazed edges have some colour variation
& may not be perfect

Why choose Marlborough Tiles?
M ade in England
A ttention to detail on every order
R eliable and friendly service
L arge choice
B atch control to ensure decors and base tiles match
O ur glazes are formulated and mixed from over 50 pigments & stains
R ed terracotta biscuit made from the finest clay
O ur quality is exceptional
U nique designs
G enuinely Hand painted and Hand crafted
H eritage spanning 75 years
T imeless design
I ndividually painted to order
L ast a lifetime
E very decor signed by the artist and hallmarked
S imply passionate about tiles!
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS COLLECTION
Softly aged whites, faded earth tones, subtle
blues and understated greens in a crackle finish
make up our sophisticated English heritage
palette.

HAND PAINT BASES:
Antique White, Cream, Oak Apple
& Chalk
White
4
6
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Oak Apple

Antique White

BOLECTION

Cream

Duck Egg

Moth Grey

Antique White

HALF ROUND

Chalk White
SIZES AVAILABLE IN ALL COLOURS CM:
13x13x1
13x6.3x1
Bolection 13x5x2
Half Round 13x2x1.5

TACO
SIZES AVAILABLE CM:
6.3x6.3x1

Tibetan Brown

Arboreal Green

Lacewing Green

Chalk White

Woodsmoke Blue

Oyster Grey

Tacos are available in Antique
White, Cream, Chalk White &
Oak Apple
Antique White

Cream

Chalk White

Oak Apple

FRAME CORNER, BORDER & BORDER TACO
SIZES AVAILABLE CM:
13x6.3x1
6.3x6.3x1

6.3x6.3x1
Frame Corner, Border &
Border Taco are
available in Antique
White & Cream

Antique White

SIMPLICITY COLLECTION
Borne from the earth. The natural simplicity of
a terracotta brick is the basis of our latest
range, endowed with the subtlest, chalky
shades of crackle glaze for which we are
renowned worldwide. Whether your preferred
style is ‘Shaker’, contemporary or indeed more
traditional, ‘Simplicity’ is the perfect foil.
HAND PAINT BASES:
All 6 Colours
Eau de Nil
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Celadon

Eau de Nil

SIZES AVAILABLE CM: 10x20x0.7

Alabaster

Celadon

Cream

Eau de Nil

Pumice

Pure White

Pumice

RIPPLES COLLECTION

POSTERITY COLLECTION

For this collection we have revived an old
favourite from our archives, snowflake, and
extended the colour palette to include aqua
blues and neutrals.
The uniquely textured glaze surface of these
tiles gives the appearance of ripples on water,
perfect for bathrooms, showers and
splash-backs.

This is a collection guaranteed to stand the
test of time. The subtle chalky colours of
this crackle glaze series perfectly
complement the rustic nature of the base
brick tile, working in harmony as an elegant
melange. Just like the idioms after which
the colours are named, this collection can
be enjoyed by generations to come.
Snowflake
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SIZES AVAILABLE CM:7.5x15x0.9cm

SIZES AVAILABLE CM:10x20x0.7cm

Snowflake

Raindrop

Teardrop

Icing on the Cake,
Water under the Bridge,
The Cat’s Whiskers

On Cloud Nine

Cool as a Cucumber

Icing on the Cake

Water under the Bridge

Teardrop

The Cat’s Whiskers

Dewdrop

Matt White, White, Quartz Lustre and Light Earth Lustre

On Cloud Nine, Cool as a Cucumber, Icing on the Cake, Water under the Bridge

Matt White, White, Quartz Lustre and Light Earth Lustre
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VINTAGE COLLECTION
The inherent imperfections of the rustic biscuit,
the movement of colour within the glaze and
the crackle glaze finish merge harmoniously to
create our charming ‘Vintage’ collection.
Whether used individually or as a mix, the
subtle colours impart an instant ‘aged’ finish to
any interior. Pretty and practical, this is the
perfect tile that time forgot.
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SIZES AVAILABLE CM:7.5x15x0.9cm
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Taffeta

Chiffon

Silk

Organza

Satin

Lace

Tulle

Velvet

Chiffon, Satin & Taffeta

Matt White, White, Quartz Lustre and Light Earth Lustre

Silk, Tulle & Organza

SEASONS COLLECTION
Inspired by the natural peace and tranquillity
of the countryside, the colours and names of
this collection celebrate the beauty and majesty
of the passing seasons. Reminiscent of country
walks, active outdoor sports and lazy picnics,
with the heightened sense of awareness and
appreciation of our surroundings that fresh air
bestows upon us. Bring the colours of the
countryside into your home with our rustic
brick collection.
Green Shoots, April Showers & Meadow Grasses
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SIZES AVAILABLE CM:7.5x15x0.9cm

Dawn Chorus, Babbling Brook, Morning Mist & Ice Melt

Jack Frost

Green Shoots

Summer Breeze

Morning Mist

April Showers

Blustery Day

Ice Melt

Meadow Grasses

Crescent Moon

Dawn Chorus

Forest Glade

Midsummers Day

Babbling Brook

Autumn Fall

Shepherds Delight

IRIDESCENT LUSTRES COLLECTION
Light dances off the iridescent surface of this
latest rendition of our ‘award-winning’ Lustres
collection. From pretty lilacs and greys to
calming blues and greens, coolness pervades
the palette of soft evocative shades.
Our luscious reflective glaze is certainly worth
creating a song and dance about.
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SIZES AVAILABLE CM: 11x11x1

Foxtrot

Tango

Jive

Ballet

Ballet, Charleston, Samba, Swing & Jitterbug

Waltz

Jitterbug

Charleston

Ceroc

Botanical Etchings Panels, Charcoal on Antique White

Samba

Swing

Can-Can

Flamenco

Tango, Jive & Waltz

LANDSCAPES COLLECTION
The natural references of the landscapes of the
Northern hemisphere provide a rich seasonal
mix of colours from luscious berry shades and
cool watery blues to deep forest greens, whilst
the vibrant colours of the Mediterranean
include luscious greens and fiery orange,
yellow and red.

Cream

Waterfall

Frost

Sky

Lagoon

HAND PAINT BASES:
Cream, Waterfall and Mist.

Mist

SIZES AVAILABLE CM:
11x11x1
Half Round 11x2x1.5 Special order only
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Spring

Loch

Cove

Storm

Forest, Wildfire, Fern, Sun & Poppy

Poppy

Wildfire

Sun

Harbour

Fern

Sea

Forest

Moss

Storm

LANDSCAPES COLLECTION
Just as the shades of the countryside
complement each other naturally, there are
many appealing mixes of our ‘Landscapes’
colours. Here are a few of our
recommendations:

HALF ROUND

Mere, Flint & Ravine / Glen, Ravine, Col & Flint / Berry, Moor, Fret
& Sunset / Spring, Loch & Flint / Cove, Surf, Mist & Flint /

Cream

Beach, Dune, Shore & Mist / Dune, Escarpment, Ravine & Rockface /

Berry

Moor
SIZES AVAILABLE CM:
11x2x1.5
Half rounds are available to special
order in all colours. Half rounds are
characteristically a shade lighter or
darker than the base, and have a
top glazed edge.

Peak, Col, Glen, Ravine & Sunset / Haze, Bluff, Chine & Escarpment /
Sky, Cove, Surf & Mist / Poppy, Wildfire, Sun, Fern & Forest /

SIZES AVAILABLE CM:
11x11x1

Sky, Sea, Harbour & Lagoon / Forest, Moss, Mist & Harbour

Half Round 11x2x1.5 Special order only
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Haze

Dawn

Knoll

Escarpment

Heath

Mere

Sunset

Fret

Peak

Eclipse

Chine

Beach

Bluff

Flint

Glen

Coombe

Dawn, Escarpment, Haze & Heath

Shore

Dune

Surf

Rockface

Ravine

Col
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